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Introducing DRS™NOVA
DRS™NOVA is the next step forward in digital film restoration from MTI Film.  Just like Correct 
DRS™ grew out of the original DRS™ tool, now DRS™NOVA is built on the foundation of 
Correct DRS™.

DRS™NOVA’s interface, toolset and keyboard shortcuts will be familiar to users of Correct 
DRS™, including the full suite of restoration tools you’ve come to depend on. But a lot has 
changed “under the hood” including a native 64-bit framework that allows for faster processing 
and support of image sizes beyond 4K.

This document will help Correct DRS™ users become familiar with the changes in 
DRS™NOVA.

New Features

Resolution Independence
DRS™NOVA allows for true resolution independence, including overscanned 4K, 6K and more.

Project Manager

Project Settings



In addition to the Bins and Clips used for media management in Correct DRS™, DRS™NOVA 
adds the option to organize your media into Jobs.

Depending on the options selected when creating a job, DRS™NOVA will automatically create 
the appropriate folders for each reel of footage, along with metadata folders to autosave 
information like Dewarp & Stabilization tracking points, cut lists and PDLs.

Users are not required to make Jobs and may continue to work with Bins and Clips if they 
prefer.

Parent Clip Comments

You can now enter comments on Parent clips as well as all Versions.

New View Modes

DRS™NOVA Expands on the Full Screen/Presentation modes available in Correct DRS™ to 
include a number of view modes suitable for different types of workspaces and client review 
sessions. 

Timeline Bookmarks

Add timecode-based notes that can be viewed by other artists in the clip or exported as a text 
file.

Stabilization & Dewarp Improvements

Both Stabilization and Dewarp have been optimized for faster tracking and rendering.

The Dewarp GUI now has larger tracking graphs and includes a Swap function. The Swap 
function is for use on splice bumps so you can quickly fix the warp at the beginning of the 
scene, jump to the end and swap the anchor points to quickly fix the warp at the end of the 
scene.





Scratch Tool Improvements
New graph popup allows you to focus on the scratch, even hide the Tool Palette entirely, while 
adjusting the parameters.



Create Grain

The new Create Grain tool allows you to add custom grain patterns to your footage.  Add grain 
to the full frame or optionally use a brush to selectively apply it.



3 Layer Tool Improvements
The 3 Layer Registration tool now adds a Preview Current Frame Only option.  This is useful 
when using Auto Per Shot or Reference modes with separate In and Out points (to address 
excessive misregistration at splices).  This way, you can preview the splice fix rather than the 
overall clip fix to ensure the best results.

Supported Media Formats
MTI Film continues to recommend DPX files when working with DRS™NOVA. NOVA also 
introduces support for OpenEXR format.
DRS™NOVA is a fully file-based program.  As most libraries, studios and archives now employ 
a workflow based on scanned film, we no longer offer integrated VTR I/O.
For customers who still work with tapes, we recommend using Blackmagic DeckLink with 
MediaExpress to convert an RS422 signal to DPX files

Making the Transition for Correct DRS™ to DRS™NOVA

All seats of Correct DRS™ under a current Upgrades & Support Contract are eligible for a free 
upgrade to DRS™NOVA.  

Technical Requirements
You must be running Windows 7 64-bit to use DRS™NOVA

Upgrading Your License
DRS™NOVA uses a new key-based licensing system.  You will receive a temporary license 
from MTI Film Technical Support, which will be converted to permanent upon receipt of your 
Correct DRS™ v10 dongle.

You should be connected to the internet to activate your license.  If this is not possible, contact 
MTI Film Support for alternative activation options.

Upgrading Your Projects
If you are already using PixelStax™ History, your projects will automatically transfer into 
DRS™NOVA.

If you are using legacy History, we recommend you complete all projects before upgrading.

Using Correct DRS™ and DRS™NOVA side-by-side
If you wish to continue using Correct DRS™ along with DRS™NOVA (for example, to use 
Correct’s VTR I/O feature), you may continue to run both on the same machine for a fee.
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